Cascaded optical cavities with two-level atoms: Steady state
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We have experimentally studied the steady-state characteristics of a cascaded quantum-optical system. The conceptually simple apparatus consists of a pair of high finesse cavities traversed by a beam of optically prepared two-level atoms. The output from the first cavity is coupled through a unidirectional device into the second cavity. The experimental results show quantitative agreement with a model that takes into account the geometric factors of the cavity modes and treats the two-level atoms as being purely radiatively broadened.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of a single mode of the electromagnetic field with a collection of two-level atoms forms a canonical system in quantum optics. From the Jaynes-Cummings model [1] to present day cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [2], a long and important effort has now produced a system with the attractive feature that a realistic theory can describe an experiment. Refinements in both parts have enhanced the subject and have made it a unique ground for testing new ideas and insights in different areas of physics. It has been particularly fruitful in the areas of QED [3], nonlinear dynamics [4], and statistical mechanics [5]. The apparent simplicity of two-level atoms coupled to a single mode of the electromagnetic field is contrasted with the wealth of phenomena shown by this system. Examples are optical bistability [6,7], squeezed states [8–10], and antibunched light [11].

The experimental study continues to expand with work such as the two-photon bistability observed by Grangier et al. [12] and the experiments with trapped atoms in cavities by Giacobino et al. [13]. Casagrande et al. [14] have studied the multistability of a system of $N$ two-level Rydberg atoms traversing a single mode of a resonant cavity and they find multistability and instabilities, while Rosenberger and Kim [15] have found in their calculations transit-induced optical multistability. In cavity QED, the work of Brune et al. [16] with Rydberg atoms explores ways to detect the state of the electromagnetic field inside a cavity, while Parkins et al. [17] have proposed a means of preparing Fock states of the field inside a cavity.

Continuing advances in the theory of open quantum systems [18–20] now permit the study of the influence of higher than second-order correlation functions on the response of driven quantum-optical systems. We are interested in cascaded optical systems. They present a unique environment for understanding the behavior of open quantum systems. The recent works of Gardiner and Parkins [21] and Kochan and Carmichael [22] stress the importance of appropriate coupling between the cascaded parts. Gardiner and Parkins have investigated two-level atoms driven with light of arbitrary statistics [21]. Specifically, they have studied a two-level atom driven by a coupled atom-cavity system. They show a dramatic enhancement of the antibunching of the light emitted by the two-level atom when it is driven by the output of the atom-cavity system. Kochan and Carmichael [22], in their study of single-atom absorption, require a focusing of the excitation light to an area similar to the absorption cross section of the atom in order to have significant effects originating from the cascaded nature of the problem. We have developed a conceptually simple apparatus (see Fig. 1) where we can control the parameters necessary to study the response of a quantum optical system to nonclassical light. It consists of two cascaded atom cavity units, where the output of the first is unidirectionally coupled to the second.

In our apparatus, the properties of the output from the first atom cavity are ideal to drive a second atom cavity. Since the first atom cavity can produce a great variety of nonclassical states of light, the response of this cascaded system offers a means of addressing questions about light with different quantum statistics. As a first step towards this goal, we present here investigations of the steady-state behavior of a cascaded quantum optical system. We have measured the steady-state characteristics of an apparatus that consists of two cascaded single-mode optical cavities traversed by a collimated beam of optically pumped rubidium atoms. The rubidium behaves as a collection of two-level atoms. A coherent source drives the first cavity, the output of which is coupled through a unidirectional device into the second.

In this paper we present our study of the output of the cavities as a function of the system parameters to find regions of bistability. For certain parameters both cavities show bistability in their input-output characteristics. We compare the experimental data with theoretical predictions obtained from a model where each cavity has a

FIG. 1. Schematic idea of the cascaded atom cavities.
single mode of the electromagnetic field interacting with a collection of homogeneously broadened two-level atoms. In Sec. II we describe this model. Section III presents the experimental apparatus and procedure in some detail. The results and comparisons with theory are in Sec. IV, while Sec. V contains the conclusions.

II. THEORY

The theoretical model used in the understanding of the cascaded cavities comes directly from the ample literature on optical bistability \[6, 23, 24\]. Since our system consists of two bistable cavities, we express the state equation in terms of the input to the first cavity and the output of the second one. We take the output from the first cavity as the input to the second cavity while allowing the efficiency of coupling to be less than unity.

The problem of a single cavity has been thoroughly studied theoretically \[6\]. In the semiclassical approximation, with fields treated classically, a set of Maxwell-Bloch equations describes the model. We make the following assumptions: (i) Only one mode of the electromagnetic field of the cavity interacts with the atoms. (ii) The single pass absorption by the atoms is small. (iii) The reflectivity of the mirrors is high. (iv) In the uniform field limit \[6\], the absorption by the atoms and the transmission of the mirrors go to zero, while their ratio remains constant and arbitrary. (v) The atoms are allowed to decay only through a radiative process. (vi) The atoms are distributed near the cavity waist within a distance that is small compared to the Rayleigh length in order to neglect the longitudinal variation of the cavity-mode diameter. In addition to these assumptions, we include the standing-wave configuration for the cavity as well as the Gaussian transverse profile of the cavity mode.

Under the appropriate boundary conditions the steady-state solution of the Maxwell-Bloch equations gives the state equation \[23, 24\]. The state equation relating the input and output intensities for cavity 1 is

\[
Y = X\left[1 + 2C_1\chi_1^2 + (\theta_1 - 2C_1\Delta_1\chi_1)^2\right],
\]

where \(\chi_1\) has the form

\[
\chi_1 = \frac{3}{2X} \ln \left[\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \left(1 + \frac{8X}{3(1 + \Delta_1^2)}\right)^{1/2}\right].
\]

In Eq. (1), \(Y\) is the intracavity intensity in the absence of atoms, normalized to the saturation intensity, and is related to the input intensity by the enhancement factor of the cavity. \(X\) is the intracavity intensity in the presence of atoms, normalized to the saturation intensity, and is related to the output intensity by the transmissivity of the exiting mirror:

\[
Y = 3 \frac{P_{t,1}}{\pi w_{0,1}^2 I_s} \frac{T_{0,1}}{T_{2,1}},
\]

\[
X = 3 \frac{P_{t,1}}{\pi w_{0,1}^2 I_s} \frac{1}{T_{2,1}}.
\]

Here \(P_{t,1}\) and \(P_{t,1}\) are the incident and transmitted powers of cavity 1, \(w_{0,1}\) is the TEM\(_{00}\) mode waist of the cavity, and \(I_s = \pi \hbar c/3\lambda L^3\) is the saturation intensity of the atomic transition, defined as the power per unit area delivered on resonance by one photon of wavelength \(\lambda\) over the atomic absorption cross section every two lifetimes \(\tau\). The enhancement factor of the cavity \(T_{0,1}/T_{2,1}\) takes into account the presence of other losses in the cavity due to absorption and scattering on the mirrors. These losses give an overall cavity transmission \(T_{0,1}\) of less than unity. The transmissivities of the entrance and exit mirrors are \(T_{1,1}\) and \(T_{2,1}\).

The cavity and atomic detunings are given by \(\theta_1\) and \(\Delta_1\), respectively,

\[
\theta_1 = \frac{\omega_{c,j} - \omega_0}{\kappa_j},
\]

\[
\Delta_1 = \frac{\omega_{a,j} - \omega_0}{\gamma_1},
\]

where \(j = 1\) or \(2\), identifying the cavity in Eqs. (5) and (6). \(\omega_{c,j}\), \(\omega_0\), and \(\omega_{a,j}\) are the frequencies of the cavity resonance, the excitation source, and the atomic resonance. The detunings are measured in units of the cavity half-width \(\kappa_j\) and the atomic resonance half-width \(\gamma_1\). Since there is only radiative decay in the model, \(\gamma_j = \gamma_1\), with \(\gamma_1 = \tau^{-1}\), where \(\tau\) is the radiative lifetime of the atomic transition. The cooperativity parameter \(C_j\) is half the ratio of the atomic absorption loss to the round-trip cavity loss. Following Rosenberger \textit{et al.} \[23\] we define it in terms of measured quantities

\[
C_j = \frac{(\alpha_0 I)^j}{\gamma_j} \left[\frac{T_{0,j}}{T_{1,j} T_{2,j}}\right]^{1/2},
\]

or as

\[
C_j = \frac{(\alpha_0 I)^j F_j}{2\pi},
\]

where \(\alpha_0\) is the small signal absorption coefficient on resonance, \(I\) is the length of the atomic medium, and \(F\) is the finesse of the cavity, defined as the ratio of the free spectral range (FSR) to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the cavity resonance. The small signal absorption is related to the atomic density \(\rho\) by

\[
\alpha_0 = \sigma_0 \rho \sigma_0,
\]

where \(\sigma_0\) is the on resonance absorption cross section for a two-level atom with transition wavelength \(\lambda\),

\[
\sigma_0 = \frac{3\lambda^2}{2\pi}.
\]

Rosenberger \textit{et al.} \[23\] showed the equivalence of both definitions of \(C\). This in itself provides a test for the consistent measurement of the cavity properties. A further constraint comes from measuring the ratio \(R_{o,j}\) of on-resonance reflected power to off-resonance reflected power from the standing-wave cavity and then verifying the relationship

\[
\sqrt{R_{0,j}} + \sqrt{T_{0,j}} = 1.
\]

There is an important connection between the opera-
tional definition of cooperativity given above and the fundamental coupling constant $g_0$ from cavity quantum electrodynamics [2]. The cooperativity is the ratio of good coupling between the mode and the atom through the dipole transition to bad coupling to other modes either through spontaneous emission or through escape from the cavity.

In general, for a dipole moment $\mu$ connecting the two energy levels of the atom with transition frequency $\omega$ in a mode volume $V$, the coupling constant $g_0$ is

$$g_0 = \sqrt{\frac{\omega \mu^2}{2\hbar \epsilon_0 V}}.$$  \hfill (12)

This coupling constant between one atom and the cavity, also called the single-photon Rabi frequency, represents the reversible internal evolution of the field inside the cavity. For the case of optimal coupling for $N$ purely radiatively broadened two-level atoms, without taking into account the specific geometric and filling factors of the mode, the cooperativity is related to $g_0$ by

$$C = \frac{g_0^2 N}{\gamma}.$$  \hfill (13)

The extention of this model to include a second cavity is straightforward. The transfer efficiency $\eta$ takes the output power exiting cavity 1 and converts it into the input power to cavity 2:

$$P_{1,2} = \eta P_{2,1}.$$  \hfill (14)

The state equation for the second cavity is

$$W = Z[(1 + 2C_2 \chi_2)^2 + (\theta_2 - 2C_2 \Delta_2 \chi_2)^2],$$  \hfill (15)

where $\chi_2$ has the form

$$\chi_2 = \frac{3}{2Z} \ln \left[ \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{8Z}{3(1 + \Delta_2^2)} \right)^{1/2} \right].$$  \hfill (16)

The input $P_{1,2}$ and transmitted $P_{1,2}$ powers from cavity 2 relate to the dimensionless input $W$ and output $Z$ intensities by

$$W = 3 \frac{P_{1,2}}{\pi w_{0,2}^2 I_s T_{2,2}},$$  \hfill (17)

$$Z = 3 \frac{P_{1,2}}{\pi w_{0,2}^2 I_s T_{2,2}},$$  \hfill (18)

where $w_{0,2}$ is the mode waist and $I_s$ is the saturation intensity. The enhancement factor of cavity 2 is $T_{0,2}/T_{2,2}$ and the transmissivity of the exit mirror $T_{2,2}$. With the help of Eqs. (1) and (15) the relationship between the input $Y$ to cavity 1 and the output $Z$ from cavity 2 is established.

### III. Experiment

#### A. Apparatus

The experimental apparatus (see Fig. 2) consists of three main parts: first, the vacuum system where the collimated atomic beam of rubidium is optically prepared and interacts with the single modes of the two cavities; second, the lasers, optics, and detectors that produce, control, and measure the light that interacts with the atoms and the cavities; and third, the two optical cavities themselves where the interaction between the atoms and a single mode of the electromagnetic field takes place.

The vacuum system is pumped by an oil diffusion pump and consists of a stainless-steel chamber and a series of commercially available components. The pressure typically ranges from $10^{-5}$ Pa to $10^{-4}$ Pa. The effusive oven has a single aperture of 1 mm width and 5 mm height. When resistively heated, it produces an atomic beam in the chamber. Of the two isotopes available, all the work reported here has been done with the more abundant $^{85}$Rb. 47 cm downstream from the oven aperture the atoms encounter the first interaction region. For each of the interaction regions a set of three orthogonal coils nulls the magnetic field of the earth and other stray fields from the laboratory to better than $10^{-6}$ T while providing a field of $10^{-4}$ T parallel to the cavity axis. Before the atomic beam enters the first cavity, it is optically prepumped. A 0.7-mm entrance aperture fixed to the first optical cavity collimates the beam. Immediately downstream from the first cavity, a weak laser beam with the appropriate polarization monitors the signal absorption $\alpha_{0l}$. The atomic beam then travels 26 cm to the second interaction region. Before entering the cavity it is optically pumped, this time with two lasers. A 0.2-mm aperture collimates the beam. As the atoms exit the second cavity they encounter the second monitor beam, this time an intense one used to measure their fluorescence in a direction perpendicular to that of the laser and that of the atomic beam. The atomic beam is then dumped into a cold surface.

On resonance we can reach an absorption equivalent to an $\alpha_{0l} > 0.20$, permitting us to examine ample regions of the cooperativity parameter in the first interaction region, while fulfilling the conditions for the uniform field limit of the model [6]. There is no Doppler pedestal on our atomic beam absorption or fluorescence. The residual Doppler broadening on the beam (0.8 MHz FWHM) broadens the radiative linewidth from 6.2 to 6.4 MHz.

The main excitation source for the experiment is a titanium sapphire laser operating at 780 nm pumped by a 5-W argon ion laser. We actively stabilize the laser by deriving an error signal from FM saturation spectroscopy [25] on a rubidium cell. The resulting linewidth of the laser is less than 300 kHz. The main laser is divided into the signal beam and the service beams: optical pumping of the atomic beam and monitoring of the absorption. Since there are two cavities, there are two regions where the atoms are pumped. We circularly polarize the laser beams using a polarizer followed by a quarter-wave plate. This process prepares the rubidium atoms in the $5^2S_{1/2}, F = 3, \mu_F = 3$ state from which they can reach only the $5^2P_{3/2}, F = 4, \mu_F = 4$ state via excitation by light of the same circular polarization, producing an effective two-level atom. The second source is a Sharp LT024 diode laser, frequency narrowed using strong feedback from a grating [26]. We actively lock this laser close to the $F = 2 \rightarrow F'= 3$ atomic transition using saturation
spectroscopy in another rubidium cell. This laser acts as the repumper.

The signal beam is intensity modulated using a liquid crystal variable phase retarder between polarizers and then circularly polarized and mode matched into the first optical cavity (see Fig. 2). Part of the incoming signal goes to a calibrated photodiode to give a measurement of the input intensity of the cavity. The signal beam has 12-MHz FM sidebands used for locking the cavity on reflection [25]. The reflected beam is picked off out of the polarizer that acts as an optical diode in combination with the quarter-wave plate. The output of the first cavity is then directed to the second cavity. A beam splitter sends a small fraction towards a photomultiplier to measure the output from cavity 1. A quarter-wave plate converts the polarization of the light back to linear. The light then encounters a second optical diode formed by a polarizer and a quarter-wave plate. As it exits the cavity it is focused onto a photomultiplier tube for detection of the transmitted intensity from the cascaded system.

The cavities consist of a central body made of stainless steel. Four holes enable the atomic beam to pass through in one direction, while the fluorescence emitted by the atoms as they interact with the cavity mode can escape in the direction perpendicular to the atomic beam and the mode. The mirrors are glued to piezoelectric transducers (PZTs), which themselves are glued to stainless-steel inserts. The mirrors have a 1.27 cm diameter and are separated by 1 mm. The frequency separation between transverse modes for the cavities used in these experiments is larger than 6 GHz, so the atoms interact only with the TEM_{00} mode of the electromagnetic field of the cavities. For some of the results presented in Sec. IV, cavity 1 had a mirror separation of 3 mm.

**B. Procedure**

Before closing the vacuum system, we align a traveling telescope to sight along its central axis. The oven is positioned on a translating stage movable from outside the chamber. Its aperture is aligned with the centered cross hairs of the telescope. We then insert the holding body of cavity 1 and align the aperture to coincide with

---

**FIG. 2.** Experimental setup. In each of the two interaction regions, the atomic rubidium beam encounters consecutively three laser beams, each perpendicular to the atomic beam. In the region closer to the rubidium oven, the first laser beam optically pre-pumps the atoms into the two-level transition of the D2 line of 85Rb. Its fluorescence is collected onto the photomultiplier tube F1. The second light beam is the signal beam. It is intensity controlled by the phase retarder, circularly polarized by a polarizing beam splitter and a quarter-wave plate (λ/4), which also serve as an optical diode, and then mode matched into cavity 1. The third beam is a weak monitor beam to measure the small-signal absorption on M1. R1 detects the reflected power from cavity 1 and serves to lock the cavity on resonance with the help of FM sidebands generated by the electro-optical modulator (EOM). The input power to cavity 1 is measured with the photodiode P_{1,1}. A small fraction of the transmitted light is directed onto the photomultiplier P_{1,1}. The output of the first cavity is circularly polarized and mode matched before entering the second cavity. In the second interaction region two coincident lasers pump the atoms into the appropriate hyperfine ground state. The photomultiplier P_{1,2} collects the output from cavity 2, while the photodetector R2 positioned at the optical diode measures the reflection from cavity 2. The transmitted light of the monitor for cavity 2 goes into the photodiode M2, while its fluorescence is collected onto the photomultiplier P2. The figure is not to scale.
the oven aperture. Finally, the holding body of cavity 2 is placed and aligned with the apertures of cavity 1 and the oven. If misalignment happens during pump down, some correction is possible with the external controls of the oven position.

Once the chamber is under vacuum and the oven reaches a temperature of 150°C, we observe the atomic resonance signals in fluorescence and in absorption. We examine the monitor of cavity 2 to maximize the signal of the atomic beam by translating the oven in the horizontal plane. In most experimental runs we have found that the initial position was indeed optimal, which gives us confidence in the alignment procedure.

We make the service beams perpendicular to the atomic beam. The size of the laser beams is large enough to pump and sample the atoms interacting with the much smaller signal beam inside the resonators. We have previously checked that the absorption measured by the monitor beam is the same as in the signal beam located 1.5 cm upstream. The optical pumping and the monitor resonances coincide with the appropriate resonance from a saturation spectroscopy setup to within 0.5 MHz, which in the geometry of the experiment translates into less than 1.3 mrad of misalignment between the atomic beam and the service beams.

With the service beams aligned, we proceed to calibrate the two absorption $\alpha_{0l}$ signals. We first measure the relative sizes of both signals using very weak laser beams: less than 1% of the saturation intensity. The ratio of absorption in cavity 1 to that in cavity 2 is consistent with a calculation for the atomic beam intensity that takes into account the geometric factors and the presence of the repumping laser for the second interaction region. However, to ensure a correct measurement, we also calibrate the fluorescence from the monitor beam of cavity 2 at a high intensity against the small signal absorption $\alpha_{0l}$1. This permits us to measure the number of atoms in both cavities at small Rb beam intensities.

We measure the properties of both cavities and their mode matching efficiency at the beginning and at the end of the experiment. The properties of the five cavities used for these experiments are specified in Table I. We record the on-resonance empty cavity transmission $T_0$ as well as the empty cavity reflection $R_0$ and we check for consistency using Eq. (11). The finesse, measured by scanning the cavity length, gives us another check to verify that the cavity properties are well understood. We have measured the transmissivity of the mirrors on various occasions and have seen no change. In Table I we only report the exit transmissivity since we have found that $T_{1,j} \approx T_{2,j}$ in all cases. We have seen, however, a degradation on the finesse after repeated exposure to the traversing rubidium beam. The finesse is recovered after cleaning the mirrors with standard techniques.

Once the calibrations are performed, we turn the oven temperature up slowly while we record the input-output characteristics from the first cavity. The wave form driving the variable phase modulator permits us to remain at the highest transmission point for 1 s and then ramp the intensity down and up in 4 ms. While the first cavity is locked, we scan the cavity length of the second cavity near resonance and look for changes in the transmission while the atoms are present or absent.

Our operational definition of atomic on-resonance excitation $\Delta = 0$ for cavity 1 is the absence of dependence of the bistability switching points $Y_1$ and $Y_2$ on the sign of the cavity detuning $\theta$. When this condition is fulfilled, the signals derived from the service beams (optical pumping fluorescence and monitor absorption) are also on resonance.

We calibrate, against a National Institute of Standards and Technology traceable photodetector, all the photodiodes and photomultiplier tubes used to detect the input and output powers of both cavities. Then we can extract the normalized intensities $X_1$, $Y_1$, $Z$, and $W$ that permit us an absolute comparison with theory.

**IV. RESULTS**

We start by studying the behavior of the first cavity. The theoretical predictions are based on the model presented in Sec. II. Further refinements of the model, particularly the treatment of inhomogeneous or transit time broadening [23], do not significantly change the predictions, given the particular parameters of the experiment. Table I contains the transit time across the diameter of the TEM00 mode in units of the radiative lifetime of the atomic transition $\tau = 25.5$ ns. The atom-cavity coupling constant $g_0$ for the different combinations of length and mirrors used is also given in Table I.

We have observed optical bistability in the output transmission of the first cavity. The hysteresis depl-
ops as \( C_1 \) is increased by raising the oven temperature to increase the atomic density. Figure 3 shows an input-output trace with a well developed hysteresis when we used cavity \( A \).

The first step in the quantitative understanding of the system is the measurement (from a series of traces similar to Fig. 3) of the input \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \) switching intensities of bistable curves as the atomic density changes. The results using cavity \( A \) are in Fig. 4. The overall uncertainty in the horizontal axis is 30\%, coming from the cavity properties and the calibration of the absorption of the atomic beams. The vertical axis has an overall uncertainty of 15\%, coming from the calibration of the photodetectors and the self-consistency of the properties of the cavity. We have explored values of the cooperativity parameter 13 times larger than the critical value necessary for bistability. The theoretical curves have no adjustable parameters and the agreement we see in the absolute values is good.

At the same time that we record the input intensity we also measure the output intensity. Figure 5 presents the data for the normalized transmitted intensity. We measure the intensity the cavity reaches as soon as it switches to the upper branch \( X_1 \) and the intensity jump when it switches to the lower branch \( X_2 \). The overall uncertainty in the horizontal axis is 30\% and the vertical axis is 15\%. Again the agreement is good.

With the first cavity well understood, we proceed to measure the properties of the cascaded system formed cavity \( C \) followed by cavity \( D \) in positions 1 and 2, respectively. The transfer efficiency \( \eta \) (Eq. (14)) from the output of cavity 1 to the input mirror of cavity 2 is greater than 80\%. We scan the second cavity and observe the influence of the resonantly driven atoms (\( \Delta_1 \approx \Delta_2 \approx 0 \)) on its transmission. Figure 6 shows two traces of the cavity transmission as we scan the mirror spacing by changing the voltage to a PZT. The input \( Y \) to cavity 1 is held constant while we scan across the resonance of cavity 2 in 1.5 ms. The thin trace shows the empty cavity transmission.

The sidebands used for locking cavity 1 are clearly visible and serve as 12-MHz markers. The thick trace shows the same cavity transmission in the presence of atoms. As seen in the inset, cavity 1 is bistable. The experimental conditions for the cascaded system are \( C_1 = 45, C_2 = 19 \), \( Y = 12000, X = 11000 \), and \( W = 680 \) with 20\% uncertainties. There is a sharp turn up and down of the cavity transmission as well as a lower peak output intensity. Figure 7 shows the prediction for the model with the parameters from Fig. 6. In the experiment we observe an earlier turn down in the cavity that we attribute to the presence of noise. The turn down detuning of the transition was not as stable as the turn up detuning. Simple

FIG. 6. Transmitted power out of the cascaded system (cavities \( C \) and \( D \)) as a function of cavity 2 detuning \( \theta_2 \), with \( \Delta_1 \approx \Delta_2 \approx 0 \) in the presence (thick trace) and absence (thin trace) of atoms. \( \theta_2 \) is measured in half-widths at half maximum of the cavity resonance. The first bistable cavity (see inset) is locked on a high transmission state (\( C_1 = 45 \), \( Y = 12000 \), \( X = 11000 \)) while the resonance of cavity 2 is scanned in 1.5 ms (\( C_2 = 19 \), \( W = 680 \)). The sign of \( \theta \) was not determined experimentally. The uncertainties in the normalized intensities and cooperativities are 20\%.
modeling of amplitude noise in the input field showed a stronger effect in the turn down value of $\theta_2$, which is consistent with our observations. The ratio of output intensities as well as the turn up value for the cavity detuning are very close to the theoretical prediction. The atoms were excited on resonance.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the normalized input power $W$ as a function of cooperativity $C_2$ at the switching point when the cavity goes into transmission mode. We obtained the data points by reducing the input power to cavity 1 ($B$ in Table I) until nothing got transmitted out of cavity 2 ($E$ in Table I), while cavity 2 was scanned through resonance. The comparison with theory has no adjustable parameters and although there seems to be a systematic error in our calibration of the cooperativity, the agreement is good and shows the correct functional form for the evolution of the switching point as the cooperativity increases. The overall uncertainty in the horizontal axis is 18%, coming mainly from the cavity properties, while the vertical axis has an uncertainty of 23%, with $T_{0,2}$ contributing the most.

V. CONCLUSION

We have characterized the steady state of a cascaded quantum-optical system. The apparatus consists of a well collimated beam of two-level rubidium atoms (nearly Doppler-free) interacting consecutively with a single transverse mode of two high finesse cavities. The comparison with the theoretical model presented in Sec. II gives us confidence that we understand all the macroscopic parameters of the system. Although the theoretical model treats the fields classically, the absolute agreement we obtain within our quoted uncertainties represents the basis for extensions into the quantum regime. The importance of a good understanding of the steady state for photon counting experiments in cavity QED has been stated by the work of Thompson [27]. $g_0$, the fundamental coupling constant of cavity QED, is directly related to the cooperativity parameter $C$ of our model. We have measured $C$ using the steady-state characteristics and we expect to optimize the conditions of the apparatus to study the response of a quantum-optical system to nonclassical light.

We observed bistability in both cavities with input and output switching powers that agree with quantitative predictions from the model. Our uncertainties in the measurements come mainly from the lack of consistency in the properties of the high finesse cavities. We have improved our understanding of the properties of the cavities from the original cavity to the present cavities. All quantities are measured in absolute terms and we compare them without any adjustable parameter to the model. We have repeated the experimental measurements, obtaining similar results to those presented here.

The system is very well suited for the study of the response of a quantum-optical system to nonclassical light in the spirit of the recent work of Gardiner and Parkins [21] and Kochan and Carmichael [22]. The good agreement obtained with the model serves for extensions into the quantum regime.

The nonlinear dynamics of the system remain to be explored. We have already observed the single-mode instability [28] of optical bistability with the first cavity. The enhancement of the parameter space in the cascaded system will probably present complex dynamical behavior.
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